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BRI & China’s MILITARY DIPLOMACY I
§

China’s BRI offers both incredible opportunities for less-developed
countries as well as increasingly palpable strategic risks.

§

BRI infrastructure projects, in particular the ones related to port and other
shore logistic infrastructure, pose question on Chinese strategic intent; Do
BRI projects benefit PLA in gaining strategic access in the region and thus
help boost presence and power projection capacity akin to the US’ global
network of military bases?

§

Maritime access and power projection is enabled by (1) long-range resupply/ refuel-at-sea assets, (2) off-shore bases (artificial islands), and (3)
access to foreign ports and logistical infrastructure à link to BRI
infrastructure projects.
§

Significant overlap of the two concepts: the ‘String of Pearls’ and the BRI ‘Belt’.

BRI & CHINA’S MILITARY DIPLOMACY II
§

PLA’s growing and more frequent military diplomacy engagement with
partners in SEA; normalization of PLA presence in the region.

§

China’s naval power projection capability and military diplomacy linked to
protection of China’s trade routes; with significant overlap with BRI projects.

§

The negligible economic potential of BRI projects warrant questions about
alternative explanations—strategic and security considerations of primary
concern?

§

China’s Minister of Defence Wei Fenghe emphasized that the BRI would
provide a platform for greater military engagement (7/2019).

§

§

This goes against Beijing’s orthodox insistence on BRI’s peaceful purpose.

§

‘Pragmatic’ military diplomacy engagement in MOOTW areas promoted, including
in HADR, counter-terrorism and peacekeeping.

Internal PLA debates about advancing BRI projects selectively with strategic
access in mind.

BRI & CHINA’S MILITARY DIPLOMACY III
§

While remaining open to BRI projects and investment, Southeast Asian
countries remain cautious about possible strategic implications and costs:
§

Cambodia, the most viable location for extended PLA access in the future;

§

Philippines, Malaysia, Thailand political environment can quickly change from
permissive to non-permissive.

§

Port and other infrastructure projects do NOT give PLA automatic access
to said infrastructure.

§

Frequent military diplomacy engagement offer PLA(N) a more sustainable
presence in the region—less controversial, less sovereignty infringing.

§

Closer coupling of BRI projects and China’s growing military diplomacy
likely to prove a two-edged sword-–on one hand affording smaller state
an alternative security partner with no criticism on HR/state of democracy
and, on the other hand, heighten fears of overt dependency.
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